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I dedicate this project to both of my parents and the wit they carry through their life, their
journey across the deserts, and their struggles that have allowed me the opportunities they could
only dream of, to my professors and influences that have all helped construct my drive and
thinking.
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Part I

I have always held pride in expressing where I come from. I grew up in the 1990s in South
Central Los Angeles. The pride I carry is like the pride I feel from the words of Miguel Piñero in,
A Lower East Side Poem. I gravitate to the street rawness and the Loisaida vernacular in his
words, and his love and energetic connection to his environment. The magnitude of this prideful
feeling becomes my ambition to translate visually in my work and as honest as possible. I
visualize his words, “So let me sing my song tonight…let me feel out of sight…and let all eyes
be dry…when they scatter my ashes through the Lower East Side” as I often thing of death and
legacy among my community in South Central and how much death is paraded, and thoughts of
survival become constant.
In addition to a triumphant feeling about enduring the experience of this space, from time to
time, I also feel survivor’s guilt. This feeling strikes when I look back and realize I was able,
while taking up an education, to stay away from the neighborhood for long periods of time and
later fully leave it and come to New York City. I often circle back to Common’s verse from his
song U, Black Maybe: “It’s hard to turn on the hood that made you, to leave be afraid to . . . the
same streets that raised you can age you.” The cycle that Common describes is one that seems
generational where I come from. Because I witnessed this cycle, being able to leave feels like
escape.
To form a visual of the neighborhood as it was during my adolescence, I revisit Mike Davis’s
book City of Quartz and his description of what Los Angeles Police Chief Daryl F. Gates called
the “Vietnam of here” during the war on drugs. He was describing my neighborhood during the
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initial action of “Operation Hammer” in the late 1980s but those conditions would also be seen in
my lifetime into the mid to late 1990s: “Chief Gates saturates the street with his blue machine,
jacking up thousands of local teenagers at random like so many surprised peasants… Kids are
humiliatingly forced to kiss the sidewalk or spreadeagle against police cruisers while officers
check their names against computerized files of gang members,” Davis writes. This experience
was the common among my circle and throughout the city in terms of relationships with police.
Anyone outside this space, I suppose might have to rely on films and shows that imitate the life
in the bottoms1, my neighborhood: Menace II Society (1993); Training Day (2001), starring
Denzel Washington; Boyz N the Hood (1991), with Ice Cube and Cuba Gooding Jr; Set It Off
(1996), with Queen Latifah; and Snowfall, the most recent that well illustrates the violence and
drug abuse during the crack epidemic, which also lingered into the 1990s. The visuals in these
cinematic works do explore and depict specific characteristics that remain. Today, the
neighborhood is in a different state from what it was like through my upbringing. However, it’s
not fully changed to where it looks foreign. The old continues to linger in the crevices and
seeking out these remnants help spring out special memories that find their way into my work. I
truly love this place. When away in New York, I often long for home in Los Angeles, and I try to
find similarities throughout the city that bring me a homely warmth. I specifically think of works
that are made with the New York vernacular but also illustrates similarities to Los Angeles like
La Vida (1988)

1

The term Bottom as Ujiji Davis describes it in The Bottom: The Emergence and Erasure of
Black American Urban Landscape refers to the neighborhoods that can be found in all cities
throughout the US that predominantly house colored groups and it is noted for distinguishing
other class groups, often called the ghetto.
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(Figure 1) by Martin Wong. I find the character that each individual has embedded captivating
and relatable. He crafts the sense of a diverse neighborhood and even knowing about the
environment in the 1980s in the Lower East Side and how rugged it was he digs out joy. The
individuality of each figure and the different identities compiled into one building, one space,
one neighborhood.
American sitcoms, in contrast to hood movies2 that me and my family were familiar with,
never portrayed anything we were accustomed to. They created a foggy vision of the
conventional idea I suppose we were internally trying to achieve. The sitcoms projected the
American family. This family illustrated the happiness of financial stability and the grouped
ideas of the happy housewife, the providing father, the spoiled children, along with the countless
comforts and the spacious house. In contrast, in my neighborhood, parents hustled in multiple
jobs and spent countless hours away from parenting to provide necessities. As the hours away
from parenting accumulated, friends and cousins all helped each other understand and navigate
the space, learn the unwritten statutes and ways we needed to carry ourselves. Machismo also
played a strong role in my early life, and I try to revisit with memories of how the concept lived
in my upbringing. In an environment with hostility, one was taught from a young age to not
show weakness and to not allow others to disrespect you or your family, and for this plenty of
trouble came about. In No Se Deje Mijo’ (2022) (figure 2), I return to a few memories and
recollect my experience with machismo. In this work, I stand next to my father as a child
wearing boxing gloves. My father towers over me with a bloody hand and assemble the
toughness I remember influencing me. I have my right eye bruised, and we both stand in our
living room. Like in most Latinx families in my surrounding, the idea of standing one’s ground

2

The term Hood movies is a neighborhood term for films that were filmed in South Central and depict scenes of
events that relate to the Angelino vernacular.
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not allowing disrespect from others continued to be a concept that revolved in the formation of
my identity. Becoming aware of the toxicity machismo forms, I later understood ways it had
molded my identity and traumas that grew into my adulthood.
Not every memory has brought hardship, as when the energies fluctuated, we collectively
participated in communal activities to help one another either financially or as mere friendship.
When I look back at these moments of joy and togetherness, I gravitate back to Wong’s La Vida,
1988 and connected to Piñero’s words. This painting and the writings that influenced it show the
joy of a community and force out the happy moments even amongst the chaos that surround the
mundanity.
As another internal social issue, I started to understand certain class lifestyles within the city
around the time I attended middle school, around the age of twelve, when I started to skate and
navigate the city via public transit. I took quick notice of imaginary marginal lines that explicitly
separated people by class. I became cognizant of where I lived and why. I return to Davis as he
notably addresses the intentionality of zoning within the city: “Community in Los Angeles
means homogeneity of race, class and, especially, home values… Community designations—i.e.,
the street signs across the city identifying areas as Canoga Park, Holmby Hills, Silverlake, and so
on—have no legal status… in the last analysis, they are merely favors granted by city
councilmembers to well-organized neighborhoods or businessmen’s groups seeking to have their
areas identified.” Learning the class structure, I realized in what areas I was an outsider and
where I belonged. I witnessed the margins through skateboarding and moving around the city
looking for public spaces to skate. I also did not wonder out of the neighborhood in my early
days the way the neighborhood was it often incapsulated me as that became to space where I felt
least alienated.
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Skateboarding also linked me to commuting and introduced me to the many sub-worlds
among the city. Me and my friends met and skated throughout the city to mark graffiti. The
transition from skateboarding to graffiti and both coexisting was common. The subculture taught
me more about street smarts while I witnessed the intermingling of different subcultures—
graffiti crews, punk crews, and the one that held a tight grip on the youth, gangs. I encountered
and hung out with friends and neighbors who took the oath in joining a gang and learned things
about that lifestyle. As much as the social structure tried to antagonize these groups, I came to
understand that these individuals were just humans like myself, who endure certain forms of
alienation and have reasons to join the influences that were present.
As I returned to school after finishing high school, my early inspiration from European
painting in the county museums carried on into my transition from street art into studio painting.
I was inspired by the achievements of artists like Gerrit Van Honthurst and Jean-Baptiste
Chardin, whose paintings I saw in my countless visits to the Los Angeles County Museum of
Art. I analyzed their use of symbols to convey notions and lifestyles of the time. I enjoyed the
mundane feeling they capture, the tenebrism that dramatized the narrative, and the execution. As
I became aware of contemporary artists whose work considers the same themes as my work, in
some ways, such as Kerry James Marshall, Njideka Crosby, Manuel Ocampo, and Martin Wong.
I analyzed the biographical motifs in their work and what similarities in upbringing we share,
and this played a role in how I organized my visual language. I remember my first experience
with works by Marshall and first noting his experience in Los Angeles and the symbolic
language he used from this region, which also lingered in architecture of larger American cities. I
also appreciated his compositions and the environments he constructs. I often return to his work
and De Style (1993) (figure 3), which depicts a scene from a mundane business day in a
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barbershop. A colored barbershop. The posters in the environment suggest the different ideas and
sports figures that the people inside are following. Two figures on the left sit while one stands in
the foreground, and another is getting a haircut by the barber. The painting illustrates the
congregation in the space, a public space for the community, a motif Marshall works with in
other works. Having been raised in South Central, a predominantly black and brown
neighborhood, I understand what it feels like to sit in a barber shop, which becomes a communal
space in a neighborhood where news and local information circulates. Marshall’s palette of flat
and saturated color among neutrals creates a glitchy harmony throughout the work that I seek to
embed in some ways to my work to form focal points and the visual movements by the viewer
throughout the work.

Part II

Along with my upbringing, I find interest in the period before my family settled in Los
Angeles. I was the first of my five siblings to be born in the US, and the fourth child of five. My
parents had fled their home country of El Salvador because of violence during the civil war
throughout the 1980s. In recent times, research and literature about this event has become more
readily available, but as I was growing up, I had little to no knowledge of what my parents lived
through. I dug up my own research and overheard conversations about the atrocities they
witnessed. Context for the subject was never introduced at school and rarely did I hear my
parents talk about it, at least in front of me. Anthropologist Susan Bibler Coutin’s account of
interviews with children who migrated at a young age during the war to the US share a
consensus of the negligence of knowledge of the event. In my account, I was born in Los
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Angeles without necessarily knowing why my parents left. Coutin observes from several
interviews the silence, “Perhaps familial silence is not altogether surprising, given that, during
the war years, admitting to political involvement or speaking of abuses placed one at risk…
Additionally, [Salvadoran parents] may have viewed childhood as a special stage of life to be
protected and cherished.” Protection from the traumas appears to be logical but it also limits and
creates erasures when familial history is not passed down because of the inability to soundly
digest trauma and explain the events experienced. I became extremely curious in trying to piece
together this history and the violence they fled from before arriving in the concrete hostilities of
Los Angeles. I feel the importance in acquiring these stories, which I try to record from my
parents when an appropriate time appears for conversation. My goal is to grasp the two epochs—
of war time prior to emigrating and then life in Los Angeles—along with the process of adapting
and the preceding history before the war.
In my studio practice, I find it’s my duty to represent these voices that have kept silent.
Through literary works, films, memoirs, and other artists who share my ethnic background, I
have become more informed about the details of the event, and I try to reinvent memories I have
been able to learn about. Inherited trauma is a complex concept I attempt to capture visually. The
intangibleness of trauma and the way it moves through generations leads me to use metaphor and
the use of semiotic concepts of symbols to ground the viewer within an intended narrative while
also meshing several ideas within one work. I focus on utilizing symbols with clear meanings
and place them next to indexical imagery that slows the read down and forces the viewer to piece
together surrounding information to grasp an understanding of the narratives that live within the
work. To guide me in this process, I analyze the work of contemporary artists who directly
connect to my heritage, like Guadalupe Maravilla and Eddie Rodolfo Aparacio, who are not
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painters but who make work about migration and inherited trauma. Maravilla assembles found
objects that carry symbolic meanings—such as toy-like snakes, shells, model hands, and black
painted water jugs—into throne-like structures that appear to be shrines or that signify the
traumas endured during migration, travel, and the civil war in El Salvador. Along with the
structures, Maravilla engages with performance, as these structures commonly have sound bath
gongs in the center that he utilizes to perform a sound bath as cleanser of trauma.
I draw on the ingenuity of Maravilla’s approach to expressing the elusive subject of
inherited trauma, specifically the motifs he utilizes in his assemblages, like the black painted
water bottle, but more importantly his spiritual take that surpasses the tangible, which I try to
form through an airiness in the ghostly remnants that live in the figures I paint. Aparacio also
utilizes material and mimetic traces in large, suspended, skin-like objects that are formed by
materials that relate to the colonial histories of different areas throughout Central America.
Films have also helped shape my visualizations of wartime and daily life in El Salvador. I
seek a visual understanding from films like Oliver Stone’s Salvador (1986), which depicts the
living conditions for civilians and the corruption and killing by the armed forces. A more recent
example is Luis Mandoki’s Voces inocentes (Innocent Voices) (2005), which constructs a child’s
narrative of trying to adapt to wartime while trying to help his family and later choosing to join
the guerrilla forces at the age of twelve.
Furthermore, I have read more recent memoirs of accounts leading up to the war and
exemplifying the inequalities of class life. One memoir is Carolyn Forche’s What you have
Heard is True (2019), where she writes about her experience traveling throughout the country
with the brother of Claribel Alegria (a writer and poet from El Salvador), who has connections
throughout different class groups and shows Carolyn the different corruptions and inhumane
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conditions the poor live in. Inequalities based on class remain prominent in El Salvador. Another
example is Mark Danner’s The Massacre at El Mozote (1994). Before I read this documentation
from survivor testimony, my mother once briefly told me about this massacre, which took place
in her home state, Morazan, just a few towns north of her hometown. She remembered that the
battalion that committed the massacre came down through her town on the way out of the state
and looked so pale and stopped to eat at the place she worked, and the men could not talk or eat.
Danner and his writing create a vivid description of this event as soldiers massacred innocent
families and even pets, nearly flattening the entire town, all because they had misguided notions
that the civilians of this town worked for and helped guerilla forces.
When I generate ideas to illustrate the narratives I piece together from these sources—
and from readings and films made about the war and about South Central and of course from my
own personal experience and exposure. I collage iconography and more elusive symbols that
convey these spaces have changed over time and capture the traumas we carry from these life
experiences. I paint constructed environments with motifs like doors and windows that become
portals meshing several spaces, interiors and exteriors, and time periods, both the periods of my
parents’ lives during the 1980s and mine through the 1990s and into the present. I migrate,
visually through time, expressing themes of cruelty embedded in the psyche of the figures I
paint, who are commonly family members who have lived and emigrated to the US. Some
interiors are of the apartment where we as a family lived for years and where my parents
continue to live. Some are constructed with attributes from multiple places I have lived.
Through my visual strategies, I approach this subject matter differently from the sources
that taught me about these events. I primarily paint in oil paint and mixtures of oil sticks and
pastels that expand the spectrum of mark making and bring forth a playful element to contrast
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with more serious concepts. I also seek out tools that expand the mark making arsenal but also
efficiently render the desire element simply with the mark the tool creates. I additionally add
ghostly transfers within representations of vessels and human figures to create an X-ray–like
visualization of the memories and trauma we hold as humans. The imagery within the vessel—
whether a person, an actual bottle, or another recurring element such as clear, see-through
backpacks—contains objects and flashbacks, glitches of images from documentaries, journalistic
photographs from the civil war and of the crime wave in Los Angeles and the 1992 uprisings.
The idea of the vessel as a container for memory and trauma can be seen considering Ursula Le
Guin’s essay The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction, where she talks about the container or the bag
and how books contain words that contain ideas or language, metaphorically. She describes the
sack that holds the arsenal to create novels along with other ideas of heroism. I see the human in
a similar manner as a bottle, a bag, or a container that holds these memories, obviously
unconsciously, and makes an up identity. The memories are not necessarily to be seen as an
arsenal to utilize toward an ambition; I focus on the strength of these memories that create our
narratives.
The imagery within the vessels utilizes a different, photographic language of transfers. I
came to the approach of including transfers through analyzing Crosby’s work. I am amazed by
the way she utilizes the technique as she applies the transfers in different portions of a painting,
creating contrasting depictive languages. I circle back often to Crosby’s Wedding Portrait (2012)
(Figure 4), where a woman is kneeling and holding the hand of a man sitting while a group of
men surround the couple and look on. I was initially drawn to the way she organizes her color
palette in this work and in others. The most captivating aspect is her way with collaging
transfers: some are more defined than others, helping some recede and some move forward in a
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push-and-pull manner. This brings forth a ghostly effect that forces a viewer to sit further and
analyze imagery that appears slowly as one works through the work. The slow read that comes
with the transfer element, beyond the concrete realism, is what I truly admire and hope to
achieve in my own work. One can get lost in the narrative that comes forth withing the major
narrative in a micro and macro relation.
In my work, I try to utilize transfers in a subtle manner to resemble a liquid or imagery
you see through a thick layer of skin, as if you are looking through the person’s body and into
their history and memories. I also manipulate the collaging to take form of the figure in which it
begins to bend and warp the imagery to follow form in a directional manner. By layering
translucent paint with glaze mediums, I attempt to ghostly remove information in some places
and allow its recognition in significant areas. I also enjoy the mysterious element of what
happens to some of the imagery that gets lost; other depictions tend to be born in the process.

Part III
My compositions derive from collaging and inventing environments either from photos
or memory. I digitally cut and paste from multiple photos and assemble relationships that help
convey domesticity from memories of my adolescence. I create exteriors and multiple portals
through images within objects and human bodies and through doors and windows. I utilize older
photographs as a primary reference that I later incorporate with certain elements. Or a reduction
of elements might take place, creating a new narrative that brings light to past events and present.
I also construct compositions by looking back to historical painters—such as Caravaggio,
Spanish painter Francisco Ribalta (1565-1628), and Georges de la Tour (1593-1652)—and
analyze angles and the distribution of information that together form optical pleasure or
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discomfort. I compose narratives via symbols that are commonly specific to the west coast
region, and some that are more broadly American. Being raised in Los Angeles, I subconsciously
take note of the many symbolic attributes that make up the Angeleno culture, such as palm trees,
cars, patrol helicopters, and the architecture in my neighborhood, and utilize these to depict
environments in my work. Another motif throughout these scenes is a line I place either on walls
within the composition or above the heads of the figures that convey the period and my age
during the given memory. This concept derives from the common household recording of the
height of the children growing in the space, the growth chart. It conveys the years of inhabiting
the same household and its longevity and is an informational marker that situates one in a given
time.
I want to bring forth and interpret three from the ten works that form this project and
exemplify the methods which help construct my visual language and the numerous themes
within the work. Beginning with, Back-Fence Talk, 2022 (figure 5) I portray two women who are
important figures in my life. The life-size figures sit on a table on opposite sides. The term backfence talk translates to gossip, when neighbors meet in the back yard separated by property
fences and gossip about occurrences throughout the neighborhood. The composition is structured
with the strong horizontal presence of the tabletop in the center of the painting that separates the
yellow lit up, and a contrasting violet for what one can see under the table. A stray dog has
entered the interior and stands in front of the two women. A photograph of a couple holding their
infant hangs on the right side. A tiny louvre window in the top center of the wall allows the sun
to emit its rays onto the table where they both engage in a game of dominos. The center panel
separates the two women with two mesh doors on each side that lead the viewer to two
significant urban landscapes. The figure on the right sits in front of a Brooklyn Street corner. The
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figure on the left is sitting in front of a Los Angeles home full of greenery and garden and a
contrast between in characteristics of the sunniness and dullness, which represent the two coasts.
The small louvre window is washed out by the lighting. The setting outside the small window is
a depiction of the motherland and the rays that call for their return. When analyzing the figures’
flesh, one can note the photo transfers of imagery from their past, as both bodies experienced war
trauma and now sit mundanely gossiping over a domino game and a drink. The subtleness of the
imagery within the flesh float and create the illusion of an x-ray or tattoo. The images are
clippings from the wartime in El Salvador and South Central in particular from the 1992 uprising
in Los Angeles. The Images are trimmed from numerous picture books on the subjects, online
photos, films and documentaries that were altered to fit certain body areas and later digitally
warped to orient to the muscle forms. In each of the bottles that sit on the table, one can see my
own self-portrait, one from each coast. These describe my connection to both while longing for
home as I look at myself from both bottles. Different areas in this work appear to be in different
stages of completion; attention to the rendition captures an intensity in some areas, and in others
it purposely falls short to bring a sense of playfulness and build on the language of painting that
is present. A hierarchical system is established with a percentage of completion among elements
in the painting in terms of rendition, and this serves as focal points for the viewer to recognize
and then ponder on the unrecognizable. The two figures chatter and it seems like any normal day
is just passing them by. I try to capture their aging using the growth chart, indicating the time
that they’ve lived and aged in this country, while also digging further into these individuals’
class, where they live and how they enjoy leisure. The environment is metaphorically
constructed with two doors that does not conventionally make sense. The openings are used to
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show the present environments they reside in present time and the window shows where they
desire to one day return to, home.
Concrete Steam, 2022 (figure 6), is a devotional portrait of my mother pregnant with my
youngest sibling. This period was the first and last time I saw my mother pregnant. I remember
having to commute with her throughout the city on bus and train. I was around eleven at the
time. I also remember feeling scared for her safety and always travelling with even more caution.
She adapted well to this state and to the environment. As nurturing as a mother could be, I
convey her confident stance and gaze as she did not allow anything to hold her back. She stands
tall in the foreground wearing a red dress and flashing her hard work through the gold she wore.
The stance was inspired by Francisco Ribalta’s Saint Catherine Martyr (figure 7) where the
martyr stands with a lighting emphasizing the feet and what to me appears as a woman who
could be pregnant. The feet and where she is grounded in is significant, for she stands in a bus
stop, primally emphasizing class: neighborhood history from the text on the engraved concrete of
those who have lived and then left, a faint chalk outline of a murder, dried up blood, and a
chalked hopscotch polygon. I want the viewer to feel the layers of the concrete, the warm steam
left of the residue from past events, and the push and pull erasures of how this street has been
inhabited In the belly area, a glowing gel transfer of the embryo can be felt that is surrounded by
this environment of concrete both pictorially with the imagery around the unborn and the trauma
from my mother’s past that is in essence involuntarily being pumped into the infant. Out in the
vastness, one can view other women waiting at the bus stop across the street. The painting
purposely neglects the presence of men as I wish to emphasize the way women navigate the the
aggressive space. Through the bus window, one can note a young Lenca native from around the
parts my parents are both from and this again is looking into the past but a notch deeper.
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I return to No Se Deje Mijo’ (Don’t Let Yourself Son), 2022 (figure 2), to further
emphasize. I compose a clunky living room space that distorts perspective both on the location of
certain elements within the picture and the way the table is distorted in the corner. Two figures
stand towards the left side. Three bottles sit in the front table next to a temporary fold up bed
with a Space Jam (1996) pillowcase and a patterned blanket that serves as a cultural signifier
relating to the Mexican influence in Los Angeles. The materials that make up the carpet are from
the textural tracings the oil bars leave that renders the feeling of a rug. Gel transfers are present
on the image on the TV, which also grounds the viewer on the day of this event. The image on
the TV is of the rematch fight between Mike Tyson and Evander Holyfield. This was a sports
event that remains part of American popular culture. In this fight, Mike Tyson bit Evander
Holyfield’s ear off. Boxing as a sport was prominent in my upbringing and had a strong tie to the
machismo ideal male figures in my family expressed and influenced. My father, also being
brought up the same way, was accustomed to fighting and not allowing disrespect or cowardice
to be shun on his identity. The kid that stands next to the tall father figure is me at six years old,
and I have a bruised eye. I was brought up to fight and not let others step over me, and this at the
time felt sound, but as grew I noted how it also resulted in a bottling of emotion to not allow
being seen as weak. This created stress later in life and odd ways to cope or hold in emotions.
In my concluding words, I would like to trace back and introduce my experience of
growing up in South Central and provide snippets of this experience in this biographical body of
work. I want my introductory bio to contextualize and ground the reader and viewer in
understanding the elements that live in these worlds and where they are rooted from. This is a
specific experience that is strongly connected to a regional vernacular and history but
understanding my experience from what I bring up about television sitcoms to the films that
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depict South Central, its policing, drug abuse and gang culture, serves as a survey to help
understand the symbolism that is present in the works. I want to reiterate the themes that reoccur
in the work such as Machismo, class, inherit trauma, memory, time, and figuration. My goal
ultimately is to give an autobiographical snippet of my family history and endeavor to the United
States.
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2022
Elmer Guevara
34

Sketch no.2,
Oil and Graphite on Linen,
10 x 10 in
2022
Elmer Guevara

35

To The Dean, Suspended and Now at Work,
Oil on Linen,
15 x 19 in,
2022
Elmer Guevara

36

No Se Deje’ Mijo’,
Oil and Gel Transfer on Canvas
50 x 60 in
2022
Elmer Guevara

37

Watching the Outside,
Mixed Media on Paper,
25 x 33 in (Framed)
2022
Elmer Guevara

38

39

40

41

